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Project Description: 

Objectives/aims: We propose to develop a Plant Stress Ontology (PSO) to standardize a 

controlled structured vocabulary that is used to describe plant stress responses and adaptations. 

Plant stress refers to any environmental or biological factor that impairs the normal functioning 

and growth of a plant. These stressors can include abiotic factors such as extreme temperatures, 

drought, and soil salinity, as well as biotic factors such as pests, pathogens, mutualists and 

diseases. The typical hierarchical lists of plant diseases and stress, for example those provided by 

the plant disease bulletins, agriculture extension programs, and plant disease compendiums of the 

American Phytopathological Society (APS) [1, 2] are a rich source of information. However, 

they are difficult to cite, explore, and use for automation, exacerbating tracking of changes in the 

context of evolving information. Therefore a standardized PSO and its edited version tracking 

will provide the basic framework for developing a common language for describing plant 

stresses. The species agnostic reference PSO will provide a standardized way to describe and 

classify different types of plant stresses, their manifestation, measurements, observations, 

affected plant parts and growth stages, and curated images, phenotype data tables and known 

molecular interactions, as conceptualized by Walls et al. [3]. This will allow accurate description 

and comprehensive data collection and analysis. The PSO development and adoption will 

provide consistency in annotation and data collection in phenomics projects, enable open 

discussion on sharing information about plant stress responses observed/recorded by different 

research groups and improve interoperability among online databases. PSO knowledge graph 

(KG) will also help in unifying similar concepts and diverse vocabularies used in projects on 

agriculture extension [4], plant ecology, plant genetics, and plant breeding, as well as for training 

machine learning tools for stress detection [5-9]. We will organize two week-long hands-on 

workshops by inviting plant pathologists, physiologists and ontology designers to help guide the 

discussion, build strategies and guidelines leading to development of first versions of the PSO 

ontology for biocuration of genes, QTLs and genome to phenome training data. Each workshop 

will fund participation of 10 experts through nomination and targeted crop representation. 

Additional open invitations will be available to experts. The project aims are: 

Aim 1: Develop a Plant Stress Ontology (PSO) framework based on the OBO Foundry 

principles [10, 11]. PSO will consist of two major classes on abiotic and biotic stresses and will 

interlink additional branches with causal agents of stress (pathogens, race, drought, salinity, etc.) 
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to the host plant species/genotype, the plant diseases, mimicry, any common and unique 

symptoms/observations [1], known 

methods for scoring phenotypes [12-14] 

and suggested species/crop-specific 

growth environment conditions in which a 

stress response may occur. In the proposed 

PSO pilot, the workshop participants will 

describe the five most important biotic and 

abiotic stresses and corresponding 

responses affecting the important food 

crops: rice, maize, soybean, potato and 

cassava. Compared to simple hierarchical 

lists of stress names [2], the PSO will be 

enriched by re-using terms from other 

ontologies and ontological relationships 

connecting the host (crop plant) and for biotic stresses, evolving pathogen and vector, disease 

nomenclature, spatial and temporal aspects of infection/start of stress affecting plant parts and 

growth stages and most importantly the different levels and types of observed traits in the form 

of symptoms and responses for example in Figure-1 [3]. The adoption of unique term IDs for 

each defined stress ontology term and their one-to-many term-to-term relations will help connect 

phenotypic symptoms that are unique and common to different stresses. For example, a leaf 

yellowing symptom can be connected to Nitrogen deficiency and rice sheath blight disease. The 

PSO will also adopt and encourage standardized annotation of host germplasm/accessions and 

pathogen genotypes/races, QTL and gene-gene interaction, etc. We anticipate supplementing 

human knowledge with some automation (Natural Language Processing) to process currently 

available stress descriptors and observations recorded in free text. We will also engage our major 

stakeholders from the CGIAR Crop Ontology developers [15-17], DivSeek partners, agriculture 

extension faculty, and the APS members in the PSO development.  

Aim 2: Develop a knowledge graph (KG) database and tools: We will integrate the 

PSO into the Planteome Ontology database [18], making improvements to the existing ontology 

browser to navigate the KG. The PSO and the KG with curated annotations will also be available 

 
Figure-1: The text descriptions like “disease: rice 

bacterial leaf blight disease | host species: Oryza 

sativa (rice)| caused by: Xanthomonas oryzae | has 

symptom: pale yellow leaves | reported in: Northern 

Territory of Australia” can be converted into a 

conceptualized PSO graph. (Source: Walls et al 2012) 

[3]. Various sister ontologies like NCBI taxonomy, 

Trait Ontology (TO), Plant Ontology (PO), Phenotype 

Attribute Ontology (PATO) will be used to process 

text descriptions into a PSO KG enabled by multiple 

parent-child relations. 
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in the standardized XML and other formats defined by the OBO foundry [10]. Data APIs will be 

provided for use in remote applications. A small demonstration set of genes, QTL, phenotype 

and mutant data will be curated to test the abilities of the KG to answer biological questions, 

common and unique symptoms and genetic components involved in abiotic and abiotic stress 

response. Another measure of success will be to see if the generic data model is capable of 

enriching new stress types and phenotyping methods adopted for studying plant species beyond 

those listed in this proposal and for adoption by non-plant Ag2PI community.  

Aim 3: Develop guidelines and Standard Operating Procedures for enriching PSO for 

a wider range of species and stresses, which will help record and find species/genotype 

differences and their varying degree of responses to similar stresses, including common 

pathogens. We will develop training protocols and guidelines for ontology-based phenotyping of 

plant diseases and disorders caused by stresses such as drought, heat, flooding or salinity.  

2. Furthering the aims of the AG2PI: The goals of the AG2PI project are to addresses

agricultural challenges, from genome to phenome, by building and supporting a cross-kingdom 

and multi-disciplinary research community. This proposal addresses those goals by providing a 

framework and tools for the collection and utilization of the extensive data generated by the 

high-throughput phenotyping, genotyping and germplasm evaluation studies, as well as the 

accumulated legacy data that is available. There is a need to capture, archive, annotate and mine 

this data in a standardized manner using ontologies, and enable interoperability of online 

resources for comparative query and analysis. Such resources will allow researchers to query and 

develop strategies for building improved stress resilient crops through accelerated breeding 

programs and genetic engineering. The presentations at the annual Plant and Animal Genome, 

NAPPN and APS conferences will invite users to demo sessions to test the knowledge graph. 

The Breeding Management Systems will be invited to test PSO integration in their field books 

and decision making tools. The parts of the KG can be adopted to develop tools for decision 

making and aid early detection, reporting and mitigation by farmers, and agriculture extension 

programs at state, national and international-levels. The proposed species/clade agnostic data 

structure for PSO will be developed for future adoption by other communities, and rigorously 

tested by the collaborator AgBase [19, 20], a livestock genome-to-phenome database.  
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3. Expected outcomes & deliverables: We will organize two hands-on workshops to develop

PSO, knowledge graph, annotations, guidelines, SOPs, and to curate demonstration public 

datasets. We will collect training data from (1) the Jaiswal Lab on abiotic stress physiology at 

Oregon State Univ. and (2) collaborate with NAPPN and CGIAR projects to obtain additional 

abiotic and biotic stress phenotype measurement methods and observations including those on 

crop diseases. Ontology and curated datasets will be shared with the Ag2PI community for (1) 

training and education, (2) developing ML-based decision making tools [5-9], and (3) test the 

reference PSO in its native form for integration in the OMICs databases by standardizing the 

plant stress description, nomenclature, capturing methodologies for phenotyping [12, 13]. 

Livestock databases like AgBase [20] and others from the AgBioData consortium [21] will be 

invited to test the framework to develop a comparable ontology for their livestock research 

community. All the data and the documentation will be released to the public from the GitHub 

and its available disseminated amongst AG2P, DivSeek and other communities. The large 

annotated data will be served from the project’s SVN repository. The ontology database and 

browser will be hosted by the Planteome [18]. The data APIs will be available for integration in 

third party tools for remote access. The PIs and collaborators will make project presentations and 

write peer-review publications, and draw a plan to write a future international collaboration 

proposal for submission to the NSF/USDA-NIFA Ag2PI and other national/international 

programs.  

4. Qualifications of the project team: Each project team member will be directly involved in

one or more activities of ontology design, best practices, training, database development, writing 

papers and helping recruit participants, besides promoting the project. Pankaj Jaiswal is the 

project lead of the Planteome project [18] on common reference ontologies for plant biology. He 

co-founded the Plant Ontology Consortium [22, 23] that led the development of reference 

ontologies for plant anatomy, plant growth and development, and phenotypic traits. These 

reference ontologies are now global standards for integration and annotation of the plant 

genomics data for gene function, expression and phenotype. Elizabeth Arnaud is the Crop 

Ontology project [16] lead for CGIAR. She leads the development and maintenance of Crop 

Ontology for 36 major global crops which are used to standardize phenotype data collection via 

electronic field books and breeding management systems. Graham King is a crop geneticist and 

Executive Director of DivSeek International Network, and led development of the Compositional 
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Dietary Nutrition Ontology [24]. His leadership at DivSeek and Southern Cross University, 

Australia, is playing a major role in encouraging adoption of global data standards in genome-to-

phenome projects and data archives. Chris Mungall is the Bioinformatics and Data Science Lead 

for the popular Gene Ontology Consortium [25] and Open Biomedical Ontology Foundry. He 

leads the Ontology design, modeling, and developing standards and databases used globally and 

across the Biological Ontology domain area. Barry Smith, a philosopher and world-renowned 

ontologist, introduced the concept of Biological Ontologies to the world that led to formation of 

OBO Foundry. His expertise is ontology design, grammar, and modeling [26]. Laurel Cooper has 

led the ontology development and training, and coordinated the Plant Ontology and Planteome 

projects [18] for the past 14 years. Fiona McCarthy leads the AgBase bioinformatics and genome 

database for livestock [19, 20]. She is familiar with using and developing ontologies for 

agricultural species and integrated them in livestock genome-to-phenome annotation databases. 

5. Proposal timeline

6. Engaging AG2P scientific communities & underrepresented groups: The AgBioData

resources hosting genomics and genetic data, including the national and international gene banks 

will be encouraged to test the PSO in their data annotation framework. Similarly, we will engage 

the Ag2PI community in two ways, (1) by using the PSO knowledge graph on the project site, 

show its benefits in answering biological questions and datamining, and (2) encourage 

researchers to integrate PSO in the genome-to-phenome data and any software tools developed 

by their projects. We will encourage and support the participation of underrepresented and 

minority groups by inviting them to the two project workshops. 

Activity Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Monthly group meetings

Infrastructure development and maintenance

Stress Ontology guidelines and framework Alpha v1 Beta v1 Beta v2 Public V1

Workshop-1 (biotic stress) Biotic

Workshop-2 (abiotic stress) Abiotic

Presentation at annual PAG, APS & NAPPN Conferences

Ontology and Annotation Data release Alpha Beta Public V1

Ontology database Dev v1 Dev v2 Public V1

Publications

Future proposals
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